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Bubble’s Latest Blitz
Shai Eisenman’s Gen Z-focused skin care brand is looking to score with a slew of new 

products and a buzzy new brand ambassador — Minnesota Vikings wide receiver  
Justin Jefferson. For more, see pages 6 and 7. PLUS: The latest from Paris, including cool  

new fragrance stores and hot looks from couture. PHOTOGRAPH BY ACKERMAN + GRUBER
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¬ Through the end of July, 
Chillhouse is adding a musical 
twist to its ubiquitous gel 
manicure.

Hand-ear coordination will be in full 
swing this summer at Chillhouse. 

The day spa has teamed with 
sound system company Sonos for the 
launch of the Sonos Roam speaker in 
three colorways, by launching a “Play 
With Color” Chill Tips collection. 

Available through July 28, the 

limited-edition press-on nail set 
is inspired by new Roam colors 
Olive, Wave and Sunset, and will be 
available for purchase in-store and 
on the Chillhouse website for $16, or 
for free with a Chillhouse purchase of 
$50 or more. 

“Our partnership with Sonos 
was a natural fit — a seamless 
complement to self-care with a 
brand that shares many of our 
own values,” said Cyndi Ramirez-
Fulton, Chillhouse founder and chief 
executive officer, in a statement.

Massage rooms at the Chillhouse 
flagship have also been temporarily 
decked out in accordance with 
the speaker’s new colorways, and 
customers who book massages 
there will be immersed in the Sonos 
Roam sound experience, to the tune 
of a playlist curated by Ramirez-

Fulton, who said the collaboration 
delivers a perfect storm of "style and 
music passion points." 

In addition, Flagship customers 
will be able to get Roam-inspired, 
in-store manicures through the 28th, 
and those who enroll in a monthly 
membership plan will get a free press-
on set, while supplies last. 

“We’re thrilled to partner with 
Chillhouse to bring this concept 
to life in a new way; with an 
experience designed to inspire 
personal expression and style, all 
through the lens of sound,” said 
Nicole Gullaci, director of Americas 
marketing at Sonos. 

Through this collaboration, Sonos 
and Chillhouse seek to encourage 
self-care in its many forms — from 
lo-fi beats to groovy line work 
manicures. -Noor Lobad

¬ Budding, Black-led beauty brand Sknmuse has 
taken home the grand prize in Cantu Beauty's 2022 
Elevate Entrepreneur Pitch Competition. 

The skin and body care brand's founder and chief 
executive officer, Ezinne Iroanya, was granted $20,000 
and an invitation to attend the Business of Beauty 
Summit, which will take place in Atlanta in October. The 
summit is hosted by brand incubator and accelerator, 
BrainTrust Founders Studio, with whom Cantu Beauty 
partnered for the grant.

"Black founders are filled with ideas and dreams that 
sometimes die with them," Iroanya said. "That is why 
initiatives like Cantu Elevate and BrainTrust Founders 
Studio are important. They provide resources for 
companies like mine to thrive on fertile soil."

With her winnings, Iroanya plans to open Sknmuse’s 
first warehouse in Los Angeles, a vital step that she said 
will aid in the brand's expansion, among other things.

“We'll be launching another product, and launching 

our WeFunder campaign to give our community the 
opportunity to invest in us,'' Iroanya said in a statement.

“Ezinne’s passion for people stood out to me," said 
Dametria Kinsley, vice president of global marketing 
at Cantu Beauty, noting that Sknmuse's refill program 
and ongoing therapy fund for Black youth were strong 
factors that made Sknmuse stand out.   

Other Cantu Elevate finalists included Sade Baron, 
and Lamik Beauty, who were each awarded with 
$10,000, while the remaining five finalists received 
$1,000 each. 

In addition to the Cantu Elevate accelerator program, 
Cantu Beauty embarked last year on a multiyear 
partnership with Gyrl Wonder, a nonprofit professional 
development organization for young women of color. 
Through these initiatives, Cantu Beauty aims to shine 
a light on the talent in communities of color, while 
supporting participating individuals in executing their 
entrepreneurial goals.  -Ayana Herndon

Sknmuse Wins $20,000 Cantu Elevate Grant 
The Black-led skin care and body care brand will put the funds toward building its first 
warehouse in Los Angeles.

Chillhouse and Sonos Launch Limited-edition Collab

Skmuse founder Ezinne Iroanya, 
winner of the 2022 Cantu Elevate 
Entrepreneur Pitch Program, 
receiving her $20,000 grant.

Chillhouse and 
Sonos "Play 
With Color" 
Chill Tips 
Collection. 

2023’s Top 
Ingredients
Today’s mindful 
consumers are building 
skin care regimens around 
holy grail ingredients, 
above all else. BY NOOR LOBAD

CONSUMERS' QUEST for skin care 
knowledge shows no signs of slowing, as 
evidenced by the continued increase in 
ingredient search.

Per Trendalytics, leading today’s 
rising crop of ingredients are copper 
peptides, which garner an average of 
4,000 weekly searches (an 81 percent 
increase versus last year), and amino 
acid L-glutamine, which garners 52,000 
weekly searches — a 78 percent 
increase versus last year, fueled by the 
ever-growing wellness movement.  

In addition to emerging ingredients, 
Trendalytics also identified ingredients 
which are “safe bets,” i.e., more 
established ingredients it predicts will 
continue to dominate beauty in 2023, 
including K beauty all-star snail mucin, 
which garners a weekly average of 
1,300 searches, a 134 percent increase 
versus last year. 

While many “safe bets" have 
managed to sustain steady growth by 
way of search volume, social media 
engagement for snail mucin and pro-
retinol has decreased by a respective 
23 and 25 percent in 2022 — telling 
declines, considering both were resident 
crown jewels of SkinTok not long ago. 

Here, the top emerging and "safe 
bet" beauty ingredient trends of 
2023, respectively, as predicted by 
Trendalytics based on search volume. 

Copper peptides: +81% vs. last year

L-Glutamine: +78% vs. last year 
Mamey sapote: +31% vs. last year

Kojic acid: +34% vs. last year

Tripeptides:  +6% vs. last year

Microalgae: +14% vs. last year

Alkaline water: +9% vs. last year

Winter cherry: +201% vs. last year

Snail mucin: +134% vs. last year 

Polyglutamic acid: +83% vs. last year

Rosemary oil: +111% vs. last year

Pro-retinol: +96% vs. last year

Tremella mushroom: +87% vs. last year

Ceramide: +27% vs. last year

EMERGING:

SAFE BETS:

BY THE NUMBERS
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WHETHER IN A PERSONAL OR 
professional sense, Ashley Tisdale 
never remains stationary for long. 

For her latest venture, the 
entrepreneur has joined forces with 
Target and brand incubator Maesa 
to launch her wellness line, Being 
Frenshe — an extension of her 
2020-founded wellness platform, 
Frenshe (pronounced french-ee, a 
play on her married name, French). 

“When I launched Frenshe at 
the beginning of the pandemic, I 
was really looking to connect with 
a community, just on a personal 
level, where we could openly and 
authentically talk about everything 
from mental health, plastic surgery 
and gut issues, to letting go of toxic 
relationships,” Tisdale said. 

The founder has carried the 
same ethos into Being Frenshe, 
which comes to market with 45 
stock keeping units, comprising 13 
product categories and five scent 
profiles. The formulas are vegan, 
and free of sulfates, parabens and 
phthalates. The key message Tisdale 
seeks to promote through Being 
Frenshe is the one that took her 
the longest to grasp: Wellness is a 
journey, not a destination. 

For Tisdale, who starred in Disney's 
"Suite Life of Zack and Cody" and the 
"High School Musical" film trilogy, 
turning everyday rituals into avenues 
for self care is at the center of her 
approach to wellness, and what 
sparked the idea for Being Frenshe. 

“I was realizing how these little 
things that I would do — even just 
lighting a candle or opening a 
window — can change the energy so 
much, and I saw how fragrance was 
lifting my mood,” Tisdale said. “I 
started to research how our brains 
and moods can be impacted by 
fragrances, and that was really the 
beginning of Being Frenshe.” 

For the launch, Being Frenshe’s 
product lineup includes bath 
bombs, candles, perfumes, bath 
powders, scalp scrubs and more, all 
powered by what Tisdale refers to as 
“mood-boosting scent technology.” 
The brand’s five scents — each 
formulated with unique essential oil 
blends intended to help users relax 
and reset — are Lavender Cloud, 
Cashmere Vanilla, Bergamot Cedar, 
Solar Fleur and Citrus Amber. 

Oat extract, niacinamide, coconut 
oil, squalane, magnesium and 

pro-vitamin B5 are among the 
key ingredients in the body care 
products, while the hair oil and mask 
are infused with shea butter and 
avocado oil, respectively. 

As far as her product development 
process, Tisdale said she simply took 
her own daily rituals into account, 
and went from there. “I thought 
about each ritual that I really lean 
into myself, and decided what I could 
create from there,” she said. The 
result is everyday products that she 
sees fitting seamlessly into the daily 
routines of consumers. 

“I know that a candle or a body 
wash aren’t going to completely solve 
anybody’s problems, but for someone 
like me, who’s a busy working mom, or 
a stressed out college student, taking 
a moment for yourself just makes you 
feel a little bit less defeated, and more 
renewed,” Tisdale said.

Launching exclusively at Target, 
which Tisdale described as her 
“dream retailer” for the line, Being 
Frenshe products range in price from 
$7.99 for a hand serum to $16.99 
for the Mood Boosting Perfume 
Discovery Set. The collection will 
be available in its entirety on target.
com, and at 1,925 Target stores 
nationwide. Tisdale declined to 
comment on sales figures, as did 
Maesa and Target, but industry 
sources estimate the range could 
reach $20 million in first-year sales.

“In the wellness world, we’re often 
taught everything is unattainable, 
and really expensive,” Tisdale said 
of why it was important for her 
products to be affordably priced, and 
available at an accessible retailer like 
Target. “At Frenshe, we just believe 
that wellness is for everyone.”

Being Frenshe isn’t Tisdale’s first 
foray into beauty. In 2016, she joined 
forces with BH Cosmetics to launch 
a cosmetics line, Illuminate by 
Ashley Tisdale. Two years into the 
partnership, she acquired the brand 
from BH in a bid to rebrand, only to 
shutter the business in 2020. 

"It felt like I went to business 
school that year, where I was, you 
know, the person on Shopify putting 
in the discount codes,  while also 
doing a Netflix series," Tisdale 
recalled. "I realized I couldn't do it 
by myself — there was just no way."

Ultimately, the venture proved 
to be good for the plot, equipping 
Tisdale with the acumen to prepare 

for Being Frenshe — even though, at 
the time, she still had no intention 
of helming another brand. “I knew 
if I was going to do a line again, it 
had to be different and meaningful,” 
Tisdale said. 

When she launched Frenshe 
mere months after shutting down 
Illuminate, she reveled in the 
opportunity to simply create, without 
compromising her authenticity or 
having to commodify her output in 
some way. “That’s why Frenshe was 
so important to me — it inspired me 
to be creative again, without feeling 
the pressure of anything to do with 
products,” she said. 

Tara Brown, chief marketing 
officer of Maesa, which also backs 
Drew Barrymore’s Flower Beauty 
and Taraji P. Henson’s TPH by 
Taraji, said in an email of why the 
brand incubator sought to link 
with Tisdale: "We are committed 
to launching meaningful and 
forward-thinking brands rooted 

in human truths. We met Ashley 
virtually right after she launched 
her wellness platform, Frenshe, 
and were drawn to her vision and 
authentic purpose inspired by 
her own mental health journey, 
and desire to create a supportive 
community.” 

Tisdale also founded an interior 
design company, Frenshe Interiors, 
in 2021, another outlet through 
which she elevates her well-being 
by creating intentional spaces for 
herself and her clients (who are 
often friends of hers, including 
former costar Vanessa Hudgens).

“For me, mental health starts  
with self love — really loving and 
taking those moments to yourself. 
My approach to beauty focuses  
on the inside,” Tisdale said. "Feeding 
your soul is so important — It’s 
those rituals that really help you  
get through the day and make  
you feel good, that work in tandem  
with products.”

Ashley Tisdale Enters 
The Wellness Game with  
Being Frenshe
A multihyphenate by nature, the actress-turned-
entrepreneur has routinely forged new frontiers. 
This is her most personal one yet. BY NOOR LOBAD

Ashley Tisdale with a Being 
Frenshe Hair, Body & Linen Mist. 

Being Frenshe products.
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AUGUST ALSINA is on a spiritual 
journey.

The 29-year-old singer from New 
Orleans has endured much in his 
life between fast stardom with his 
debut album Testimony in 2014, an 
autoimmune disease that upended 
his life and losing a brother to gun 
violence and sister to cancer.

The ups, downs and struggles 
pushed Alsina to come to terms with 
himself and practice healing, all of 
which have inspired his new venture, 
Encina Wellness, a skin care line that 
represents healing from within and 
self-care. Alsina hopes to make this 
a community initiative.

“Everything I do is a tribute to 
myself and my ancestors, because 
each time I get more equipped with 
more energy and wisdom,” Alsina said 
of the development of his new line.

Encina is comprised of four 
products, Begin Again facial 
cleanser, 3-in-1 Super Elixir, Stripped 

Powder Exfoliator and Infused 
Wellness Cream. Encina is Spanish 
for holm oak (and the word Alsina's 
last name is derived from) and key 
ingredients include oak tree extract 
and vitamin E. Prices start at $32 for 
the cleanser and rise to $52. 

“As I did deeper research on oak 
trees, I learned they grow so large 
it can look like it gains a crown 
at its highest height,” Alsina said. 
“More research led me to discover 
how old a tree is by its rings. We 
incorporated that idea into the 
packaging.”

Alsina also tapped his family 
members to model for the 
packaging. The boxes the products 
come in feature the star, his cousins 
Sneak and Teke and family members 
China, Zu and Heaven, and his niece 
Kayden LaBranch is on the website. 
The photographer for the shoot was 
an old family connection that Alsina 
reconnected with by chance.

“God is so real,” he said. “The 
photographer was one of my cousin’s 
ex-girlfriend’s kids and I grew up 
with them when we evacuated from 
one of the hurricanes.”

Encina is entirely self-funded 
and is currently available direct-to-
consumer; Alsina is in discussions 
to enter retail and is working on 
building out the product line.

“I’m transforming pain to 
take steps to a newer journey,” 
Alsina said. “Skin care is that. I 
went through so much different 
insecurities when I got sick.”

Alsina was diagnosed with 
Guillain-Barré syndrome, an 
autoimmune disease that, at one 
point, caused his face to swell and 
threatened his ability to walk. He 
explained that his cortisol level ate 
the nerves in his legs and he felt pins 
and needles in his legs and couldn’t 
move. After his diagnosis, he stayed 
in a rehab center in Los Angeles and 
said that despite his condition he had 
a smile on his face.

“I had a failing body, but my 
mind was thriving in a way it 
hadn’t before,” he said. “I realized it 
was because so many people from 
different walks of life were there in 
that building with an intention.” He 
compared the experience with going 
to church and feeling the presence 
of God. “I believe in the power of 
intention, which was to heal.”

“We did different sessions in 
group and solo to get to know 
people on a deeper level for who 
they are and with skin care it was 
the same idea for me,” he continued. 
“Skin care being an entry to forming 
a community of people connected 
to something. As a Black man, I 
had never felt drawn to any product 
that’s geared to wellness on a basic 
level in skin care and everyday 
routine. After getting into skin care 
there’s a difference to putting time 
and effort into your skin.”

Launching his brand is part of his 
process of rebuilding anew.

Alsina hit the scene with mixtape 
The Product in 2012 and achieved 
major success with his debut record, 
"Testimony," in 2014 that went 
platinum, peaked at number one on 
the Billboard Top R&B and Hip-Hop 
Albums and number two on the 
Billboard 200.

But this was finding success 
through pain. He said seeing his 
stepfather beat his mom inspired his 
first album, as did the death of his 
older brother Melvin La’Branch III 
in 2010.

Alsina was also in a brief romance 
with actress Jada Pinkett-Smith 
when he was battling an addiction 
to painkillers, as she revealed in 
her Facebook Watch show "Red 
Table Talk." She said she sought 
to help him heal while she was 
separated from husband Will Smith. 
Alsina remained silent on the affair 
but went public after he became 
legal guardian of his three nieces. 
Pinkett-Smith referred to the affair 
as an "entanglement," which inspired 
the title of his song "Entanglements" 
with rapper Rick Ross in 2020.

His latest mixtape, "The Product 
III: State of Emergency," explores 
his upbringing and his new role as a 
guardian to his three nieces following 
the death of his sister, which began 
his process of rebuilding himself.

“God bodyslammed me,” Alsina 
said. “I didn’t think she would die. 
What happens when you die with so 
much inside of you that you weren’t 
able to fulfill all that you wanted 
to out of fear? This is all while I’m 
going paralyzed.”

It would get worse. The IRS froze 
Alsina’s accounts while he was 
planning his sister’s funeral because 
old notices weren’t sent for three 
years after he transferred from his 
old management to his new one. He 
spoke of living in an eight-bedroom 
mansion with no water or lights and 
was unable to work, let alone walk, 
all while he was grieving his sister.

“The universe was giving me signs 
to put out the fire inside of me,” he 
said. “The spiritual journey hasn’t 
been the easiest and hasn’t been 
pretty, but through the pain of it all 
I’ve been able to recreate myself.”

Alsina believes that years of trauma 
manifested in pain and disease. He 
managed to create success through 
pain, he said, as he embarks on a 
new journey with Encina centered on 
creating love.

“It’s not a company to me,” he said 
about Encina. “People have asked me 
to be an ambassador or a partner and 
this is not that. It’s not about product 
or about skin — it’s about deeper 
levels of finding yourself and building 
a tougher skin, new layers of skin in 
the journey of finding myself and me 
coming more into myself.”

He continued, “I’m grateful to 
God that I have been able to survive 
this journey. God always provides 
for me and this is hopefully a way 
to be able to take all of the pain I’ve 
experienced and share it with other 
people and give them a mirror to 
look into.”

August Alsina Launches New Skin Care Line, 
Encina Wellness
The brand is born from Alsina's new wellness journey that began with an autoimmune disease diagnosis. 
BY OBI ANYANWU

August Alsina

Encina's core products.
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INNOVATION-DRIVEN AND 
democratically minded, Shai 
Eisenman's Bubble is beginning  
to swell.

The skin care brand is in expansion 
mode, taking its accessibly priced, 
clinically formulated approach to 
new categories and new retailers. 
The brand is launching with CVS 
Pharmacy this month, in between 
a cadence of launches including a 
clearing face mask called Deep Dive, 
a face oil called Float On, and an 
over-the-counter acne product to 
come in the coming weeks.

And it's getting the word out 
with an unorthodox approach to 
marketing, tapping a new generation 
of voices and personalities — like 
Minnesota Viking wide receiver 
Justin Jefferson — to act as brand 
ambassadors, rather than the 
standard lineup of young celebs.

That strategy dovetails well 
with Bubble’s value proposition of 

modernizing traditional solutions to 
acne, geared largely toward Gen Z. 
“We like to call it the modern answer 
to old-school skin care problems,” 
Eisenman said. “We wanted to 
create something that is different, 
something that first and foremost 
is going to empower consumers to 
feel confident in their own skin, 
and more than that, we wanted 
to create a brand that consumers 
could emotionally connect with and 
also had the best possible efficacy 
and clinical results, all while still 
maintaining the same price points 
that they’re used to paying.”

The emotional piece of the puzzle 
also defines Bubble's purpose-driven 
initiative, which is focused on mental 
health. The brand offers customers 50 
percent off their first month of online 
therapy on the teletherapy platform, 
Betterhelp, and donates 1 percent of 
proceeds to mental health charities.

Eisenman, a 30-year-old serial 

entrepreneur, started her career in 
tech, but turned her attention to skin 
care when she realized that while 
consumer needs and preferences 
have shifted, the market — and the 
innovation behind it — had not.

 “Young consumers today are the 
most advanced generation that’s 
ever existed, but when you look 
at mass market skin care, it truly 
hasn’t evolved in 50 or 60 years,” 
she said. “So much of this market 
has been controlled by old-school 
brands, brands that consumers are 
not emotionally connected to. You’re 
not going to hear the average 19-year-
old saying, ‘I’m so happy I got this 
drugstore brand for my birthday.’”

Bubble launched direct-to-
consumer in 2020, just after the 
pandemic spurred concerns about 
“mask-ne” and ignited excitement 
in the category with a cleanser, 
toner and moisturizer. In 2021, it 
extended its reach, inking its first 
retail partnership with Walmart. At 
that time, industry sources estimated 
Bubble to reach $20 million in sales 
for 2022. Sources now estimate the 
brand will reach between $20 million 
and $30 million.

Despite her target audience 
being the first digitally native 
generation in history, brick-and-
mortar distribution is key to Bubble's 

growth. “Accessibility is everything,” 
Eisenman said. “Based on the 
research that we’ve done, 80 percent 
of Gen Z are shopping for skin care 
in-store, 58 percent of them are 
shopping for skin care in big-box 
retailers. Around 45 percent of them 
go to drugstores.

“We really want to be wherever our 
competitors are. Accessibility is a 
major part of our consumer behavior, 
and we know that consumers are 
interested in buying products in-
store and that we needed to be in 
drugstores,” Eisenman continued.

“To quote one of our most beloved 
community members, what can be 
better than buying your lemons and 
your skin care in one store? This is 
how they see it,” she said. “They love 
going and picking it up whenever and 
making it very easy to make one trip 
and get everything they need.”

Those consumer insights have 
helped shaped the strategic direction 
of the brand, with Eisenman and her 
team tapping into social listening 
and a 10,000-strong focus group of 
teens to build Bubble.

“[Bubble consumers] have been 
a part of and have shaped every 
decision you see of the brand: they 
chose their name, they chose the 
packaging,” Eisenman said. “They 
chose the names for Deep Dive and 
Float On, and about 50 of them tested 
the formulations before we approved 
them. They are really a part of every 
decision of the brand, and the way 
we’re building our product road map 
and our retail strategy is based on 
their feedback.”

The expansion into CVS also comes 
at a pivotal time for that retailer. 
In July, it christened the Skin Care 
Center, a solution-focused, clinically 
minded shop-in-shop concept that 
also marked its foray into prestige 
beauty. CVS’ chief merchant, Musab 
Balbale, hails from Walmart, where 
he modernized that retailer’s beauty 
assortment with brands like Bubble 
and Sharon Chuter’s Uoma by 
Sharon C.

CVS’ strategy also involves leaning 
into its health and wellness expertise. 
Andrea Harrison, vice president of 
beauty and personal care, told WWD 
in an interview about the Skin Care 
Center, that “most customers put 
skin care really close to self care, and 
certainly close to health care. Given 
our role that we play as a trusted 
health and wellness destination, 
that's a piece of the story we need to 
make sure we offer.”

Color-blocked packaging aside, 
that philosophy jives well with 
Eisenman’s vision for her brand. “We 
are focused on creating and getting 
the brand to be very, very clinical, 
and we created the brand together 
with dermatologists,” she said. “It 
took us over two years to create 
each formulation, and efficacy is → 

Building Bubble
Brand founder Shai Eisenman on Bubble's  
upcoming and recent launches, as well as her new 
partnership with football player Justin Jefferson. 
BY JAMES MANSO    PORTRAIT BY ACKERMAN + GRUBER

Shai Eisenman
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everything to us. It’s something that 
still needs to be educated at mass — 
pretty and cute packaging doesn’t 
necessarily mean that the products 
are not clinical.”

Eisenman added that Bubble works 
in tandem with a dermatologist, a 
team of cosmetic chemists and, when 
appropriate, a clinical herbalist on 
all new products. “We take a holistic 
view of efficacy,” she said. “A big goal 
of our product is around clearing 
your skin, and creating products that 
are going to truly clear the skin while 
maintaining a very natural balance.”

Consumers aren't just focused on 
acne products, though. Although 
skin care is Bubble's specialty, 
Eisenman said requests from Bubble's 
followings range from makeup 
to merch. "The things that have 
surprised us the most really tie back 
to that emotional connection. They're 
asking for merch, and it's a nice 
surprise that it's more than just skin 
care for them, that they connect with 
a brand enough to wear a hat that 
says 'Bubble' on it," Eisenman said.

"The other thing they've always 
asked us for is to create makeup, a 
surprise because we're such a skin 
care-focused brand," she continued. 
"We also really want to stay gender-
neutral. We've always been gender-
inclusive, so it's interesting to see the 
consumer evolve in that direction."

Makeup isn't in the works for at 
least the next few years, as Eisenman 
hopes to appeal to Bubble's broad 
consumer base with all of its new 

products. The brand's consumers, at 
least online, skew surprisingly male.

"Forty percent of our community 
online are actually guys," Eisenman 
said. "That's one of the reasons we 
first went with Walmart. We wanted 
to be in a place that doesn't feel very 
gender-specific, and a lot of guys 
would not feel comfortable going into 
a prestige beauty retailer. That was a 
big part of the decision."

The men who buy Bubble gravitate 
toward the basics in regimen-
building. "We have a very heavy focus 
on acne within our male community. 
They're very focused on the cleanser 
and having a base routine with 
a moisturizer. We're trying to 
educate them on exfoliation as well," 
Eisenman added.

Bubble's approach to education 
has also evolved, giving Eisenman a 
new imperative to rethink influencer 
marketing. "We started conducting 
focus groups in late 2018, when all of 
our consumers were really focused on 
watching makeup-focused YouTubers. 
It was interesting to see the evolution 
of leaning into skin care," she said

"Consumers are significantly less 
influenced by influencers these 
days. It was something we saw 
in the beginning, and it's evolved 
into listening to friends and 
dermatologists. We call it 'one-on-
one' marketing."

With that in mind, picking 
unconventional brand ambassadors 
has struck a chord. "We work more 
with athletes than traditional talents. 

We want to open the brand to 
different audiences who haven't been 
the most common audiences for skin 
care specifically. We see skin care as 
personal care, you should be using 
your cleanser exactly like how you 
would use shampoo."

Most recently, Bubble tapped Justin 
Jefferson, the 23-year-old Minnesota 
Vikings wide receiver, as its 
spokesperson. "This was a good, fun 
partnership for me," he told WWD. 
"Just being on camera all the time, I 
can't have rough skin."

Jefferson's needs don't differ greatly 
from Bubble's male consumers, and 
the brand's mission resonated with 
him strongly. "I wasn't a big skin care 
person before, so I'm just trying to 
explore all of the products," he said. 
"They're affordable, they take mental 
health seriously...we have some 
content rolling out over the course 
of our partnership that you're seeing 
coming to life on social media."

Bubble's ambassador program has 
been both a great educational vehicle 
and an effective lever in a fiercely 
competitive market. "That's been 
really amazing at driving trial and 
introducing friends to the brand," 
said Eisenman. "Brand loyalty is 
decreasing in levels that have never 
been seen. We want to find partners 
who are really passionate about our 
products, and also about the mission 
of making the best quality skin care 
truly accessible."

Competition in the dermatologist-
developed drugstore space is heating 
up. Last year, Galderma-owned 
Cetaphil announced it would be 
reformulating its hero products for the 
first time since the brand's launch 74 
years ago; Cerave was given a second 
life after TikTok virality pushed sales 
to around $600 million in 2020, 
according to industry sources.

"The market has never been this 
saturated, and there are so many 
new brands coming into the market," 
Eisenman said. "One of the things we 
know we struggle with is how to get 

people to trust a new brand, when the 
brands they're using are 30, 40 and 50 
years old, being used by their parents."

Eisenman is upping the ante on 
product development. One example is 
Bubble's new Daydream serum, which 
combines vitamin C and niacinamide 
and is priced at $17. "We saw in our 
community was that people like 
to apply both of those ingredients 
simultaneously," Eisenman said. 
"That took a lot of testing and 
consulting a lot of different chemists 
to nail the composition and make a 
very stable product."

Recent launches include Float On 
and Deep Dive, a face oil and an 
exfoliating face mask, priced at $18 
and $19 respectively.

"We wanted to create something 
that feels more gentle while still 
exfoliating the skin," Eisenman said. 
"Then, you have this really light and 
gentle face oil that absorbs quickly 
and feels nourishing. For most of 
our consumers, it's the first time 
they're using a face oil and it's been 
an unbelievable success. It's been an 
educational process to try to teach 
them to use a face oil."

The brand's next steps are 
in the over-the-counter realm, 
where Eisenman has planned five 
launches in the next year. The first 
of which will bow later this year, 
and Eisenman said it took over two 
years to formulate. "We have four 
different products that have been 
requested by our community many 
times. We're going to be revealing 
a different side of the brand and 
showing up in spaces that we 
weren't before," she said.

It all ladders up to Eisenman's 
overarching mission. "Every product 
takes us over two years, and that's 
why our community got very 
annoyed with us for not launching 
in about a year and a half," she said. 
"Our goal with the brand is really 
to create best quality skin care, to 
make it accessible for all, and to take 
significant market share." ■

Justin Jefferson

Bubble's new exfoliating mask and face oil.
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EXPERIENCE MATTERS

KAILEY BRADT IS READY FOR 
waterless beauty's tipping point.

The founder and chief executive 
officer of Susteau, a waterless hair 
care brand that nabbed a Beauty Inc 
award last year, has seen an uptick in 
adoption of her brand's offerings, and 
she's just getting started.

Bradt is a beauty newcomer, 
parlaying her chemical engineering 
degree into her passions for beauty 
and sustainability when the brand 
launched in 2017. Susteau sells four 
powdered hair care stock keeping 
units on its own website and online 
with Sephora (Bradt was a 2020 
participant of the retail giant's 2020 
Accelerate program) — all powdered 
and mixed with water upon 
application, housed in recyclable 
plastic bottles fashioned after those 
that house liquid formulas.

"If you're developing a product 
that already exists, make it seem 
really innovative and cool. If you're 
developing a product that is really 
innovative and different, make it feel 
more familiar," Bradt told WWD. 
"I've tried to keep as much of the 
experience exactly the same. When 
you see the bottle, it's a bottle just 
like liquid shampoo, you flip open 
the top. You're just squeezing out a 
powder instead of a liquid."

The brand's proposition — 
efficacious, sulfate-free formulas 
without water — seems to be 
resonating, especially with 
Millennials and Gen Z. Industry 
sources expect the brand to pass the 
$10 million mark next year. Here, the 
entrepreneur talks driving adoption 
of new formats, where the brand is 
headed and how waterless products 
are expected to impact the industry.

How and why did you start 
Susteau?
Kailey Bradt: I was working at a 
start-up in Los Angeles, I wasn't even 
a whole year out of college. I was 
traveling a lot, constantly putting 
little plastic bottles into a ziplock 
bag. I kept seeing water at the top 
of the ingredient lists, and, at the 
same time, my roommate was a 
beauty editor, so I was going to all of 
these events seeing the trend rising 
around "clean" beauty, but nothing 
around sustainability. I've always 
been interested in sustainability, I 
studied chemical engineering and 
I just wanted to make the world a 
better place. The concept of going 
waterless in personal care was like 
everything I was passionate about 
and interested in coming together.

How are consumers responding 
to a waterless product format?
K.B.: We're still getting early 
adopters and beauty enthusiasts — 
we're really at the beginning of the 
curve of customer acquisition. Not 
everyone even knows what waterless 
is, but if you follow beauty, and 
you're in this space, you know our 
brand already.

In terms of customer experience 
and understanding the product, 
we've seen a lot more traction in 
the last year, especially since the 
Sephora.com launch. The biggest 
thing has been people curious to try 
it. I don't think sustainability is the 
driving purchase behavior as much 
as we'd like to think — every brand 
needs a sustainability mission. We 
go back to product performance, 
and our reviews are really positive. 
Sampling programs are the biggest 
conversion tool we have, and we 
focus heavily on sampling.

How easy or difficult is it to 
really get people to adopt a new 
behavior?
K.B.: If you're developing a product 
that already exists, make it seem 
really innovative and cool. If you're 
developing a product that is really 
innovative and different, make it 
feel more familiar. I've tried to keep 
as much of the experience exactly 
the same. When you see the bottle, 
it's a bottle just like liquid shampoo, 
you flip open the top. You're just 
squeezing out a powder instead of a 
liquid.

When the shampoo lathers, it's 
a really rich, creamy lather. People 
describe it as velvety or silky. That's 
part of the experience people really 
buy into. Once they experience that, 
and they go back to a liquid, they're 
missing the lather. The whole 
experience is really nice with our 
product.

Where do you see the most 
opportunity for Susteau? Where 
have the challenges been?
K.B.: The easiest way to get 
someone to purchase it without 
trying is the travel aspect. It's an 
easy way for us to get people to buy 
it for the first time. Then, people 
end up continuing to use it. A lot 
of our reviews are people saying, "I 
bought this for vacation."

The most challenging aspect has 
been getting people to try it who 
have very specific hair concerns. For 
example, if they're used to being 
prescribed for a psoriasis issue 
or keratin-treated hair, they want 

something that says it's specifically 
for keratin-treated hair or colored 
hair. If you have highlighted hair, it's 
best to use a moisturizing, sulfate-
free formula, which we are, but we 
don't market ours that way.

Where do you see the most room 
for expansion?
K.B.: In hair care, shampoo and 
conditioner are 80 percent of the 
market, but that's not necessarily 
true of prestige. I really have been 
focused on solids that are matte. 
Brands do shampoo, conditioner, 
body wash, maybe a face wash. We 
are solely focused on hair care at the 
moment, but we want to expand into 
treatment, and hopefully by the end 
of next year, go into styling.

Right now, we only have powdered 
formulas, but our formulas won't 
only be powders. It's going to be 
concentrated, everything's going to 
be waterless. The mindset right now 
around what waterless looks like is a 
bar or powder. That's not necessarily 
true of what we'll be doing. With all 
of the concepts I have, I'd launch 200 
products tomorrow. But I literally 
can only launch two this year.

How are you thinking about 
raising brand awareness?
K.B.: I incorporated Owa Haircare 
in 2017 and had been working on it 
for about a year. We launched our 

shampoo in June of 2019, which was 
just a soft launch to raise money. 
We rebranded to Susteau in March 
of 2021, and now this year, we're 
launching more main skus.

On social, for us, what we do 
organically works if I'm on there 
telling my founder story. If I'm on 
TikTok, it does better than random 
trending sounds or influencers that 
we've hired to work with. It's still so 
founder-driven. I've been trying to 
invest more in the founder story and 
sharing my vision, because that's 
really what we're going off of right 
now. We're still really early, we don't 
have that many products, which 
is why I'm still on camera for the 
brand.

As the industry talks about 
waterless beauty more and  
more, how does beauty's  
footprint change?
K.B.: In my own routine, I'm 
not paring things down, but I'm 
investing more in things that last 
longer. We'll be producing less 
volume and hopefully less waste, 
but really have products that do 
more for us. We saw it with makeup, 
these multifunctional products 
where your concealer starts to 
clear up your acne. With waterless, 
the products definitely last longer, 
and you realize you get the same 
performance.

Kailey Bradt
One of waterless beauty's pioneers is ready for 
trend takeoff. BY JAMES MANSO

Kailey Bradt
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Follow Your Nose 
Boutiques selling fragrance are multiplying in the French capital. BY JENNIFER WEIL WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM LILY TEMPLETON

Initio Parfums Privés’ first flagship debuted in May. Designed by the Malherbe Paris 
agency, its decor is based around the concept of a speakeasy, or private club.

Initio, a unisex brand, was introduced in 2015.
Its Paris boutique has a bar of fragrances, as well as a dedicated area where people 

can discover the perfumes in an intimate environment. Decoration details, in brass, 
concrete, marble, glass and felt, hark back to the '30s.

The retail concept will ultimately be used in different environments, such as in 
department stores and shops-in-shop.

Today, Initio Parfums Privés has five fragrance collections — Carnal Blends, 
Absolutes, Magnetic Blends, Black Gold Project and Hedonist — with 18 units in all.

Initio Parfums Privés, 320 Rue Saint-Honoré, 75001

In late May, independent fragrance label Henry Jacques inaugurated its first Paris 
flagship. Located in a building on Avenue Montaigne, it has a small garden out front.

Founded in 1975, in the southern French city of Draguignan, near the perfume 
capital of Grasse, the brand made its mark by offering made-to-measure scents. Fifty 
of these were selected as the bedrock of Henry Jacques’ retail offering, which is sold 
only through its own stores.

Those take pride of place at the bottom of the boutique’s steps, set in lit niches 
carved into the wall. QR codes lead to discovering an explanatory poem about each 
scent. A few steps sideways lead to a completely different universe — a living space 
lined with wood bookshelves and paneled doors.

Ancient books and paintings cohabit with exotic-skin fragrance cases and plush 
seating. The idea behind these spaces was to recreate a house mixed with memories.

Henry Jacques, 2 Avenue Montaigne, 75008

British perfumer Lyn Harris opened the first boutique in France for her eight-year-old 
brand Perfumer H in Paris’ Marais district in April.

Harris is one of Britain’s few master perfumers, having trained at Robertet in 
Grasse, France.

Her new shop’s design features wood, metal and glass, with the materials chosen 
to channel the brand’s message of simplicity. Giving color to the shop are the perfume 
bottles and candle holders, which are hand-blown and engraved by Michael Ruh. 
Architect Charlotte Perriand created the seating in-store.

Perfumer H’s 50 personal fragrances and 25 home fragrances line oak shelving. 
(Each product is refillable.) On display, too, are other artisanal olfactive creations, such 
as soap from Lancashire in the U.K., hand-rolled incense from Kyoto and handpicked 
potpourri from the Balkans.

Harris cherrypicked culinary elements, such as olive oil from the Valdueza Estate in 
western Spain.

Perfumer H, 46 Rue Vieille du Temple, 75004

Perfumer H

Henry Jacques

Initio Parfums Privés

Eight years after opening his first boutique, on Paris’ tony Rue Cambon, Kilian 
Hennessy has overhauled the location with an Art Deco flair. Central to this place, 
which was officially inaugurated in May, is the “Kilian Bar” (nodding to Hennessy’s 
family history seeped in the cognac business).

The bar has a Carrara marble counter and black oak structure with hints of brushed 
bronze medallions. Here, one can discover Kilian Paris olfactive creations, which fall 
into five fragrance families — The Liquors, The Fresh, The Narcotics, The Cellars and 
The Smokes.

A gift bar is found in a private lounge across from which is a library of objects and 
books close to Hennessy himself. The makeup station is for people to discover the 
scented lipsticks found in Le Rouge Parfum collection.

Kilian Paris, 20 Rue Cambon, 75001

Kilian Paris

PARIS — Fragrance is having a real moment these days, especially in Paris, where retail concepts selling scent abound. Here is a look at some of the newest.
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EYE CANDY

All Eyes on Couture
Peepers popped on the Paris runways.
¬ At Armani Privé, models’ peepers were outlined 
in a smudgy black. Linda Cantello, Giorgio Armani 
Beauty’s international makeup artist, said instead 
of focusing on today, she harked back to a happier 
time, when people went out a lot.

“It was that whole kind of louche hanging out in 
a club — but not the '70s,” she said. Instead, it was 
the '20s, “when people were happy,” that Cantello 
had in mind, including the long fashion silhouettes 
of that era.

“But you’re not going to do a typical '20s look,” 
she said. “You have to bring it into modern times.”

Cantello wanted it to seem like the models had 
been hanging out, having a good time, with their 
eye makeup imperfect. She elongated brows to 
top it all off.

At Balenciaga, once models shed their face 
shields, some eyes appeared with long lashings of 
liner.

Makeup artist Inge Grognard said she took 
inspiration from “the collection and a modern 
version of a classic eyeliner.”

"We went for a deep black gel eyeliner, laser 
sharp and long, no mascara, skin minimally 
retouched, well-hydrated [and] same for the 
lips,” she said.At Charles de Vilmorin, eyes were 
embellished with graphic black lines and colored 
powders. Then often, the same looks were drawn 
on to their chests.

“The looks in the collection were 
disproportionate and counteracted the natural 
shape of the body to create inhuman and 
theatrical characters. We reproduced this in 
makeup by contracting the natural shapes of 
faces,” said makeup artist Anaëlle Postollec.

For some models, traces of makeup distorted 
the look of their eyes. “We resumed Charles' 
creative process with painting,” said Postollec. 
“We wanted to create a link between hand-painted 
looks and makeup. We reproduced brush strokes 
on faces with painting tools — paint brushes — 
[and] raw features. The goal is to paint on faces as 
Charles instinctively paints on his dresses.”

-Jennifer Weil

Charles de Vilmorin

Armani Privé

Stéphane RollandViktor & Rolf

Schiaparelli

Iris van Herpen
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